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Abstract 
The new two-time-level dispersion improved CABARET scheme is developed as an upgrade 
of the original CABARET for improved wave propagation modelling in multiple dimensions 
and for nonlinear conservation laws including gas dynamics. The new upgrade retains many 
attractive features of the original CABARET scheme such as shock-capturing and low 
dissipation. It is simple for implementation in the existing CABARET codes and leads to a 
greater accuracy for solving linear wave propagation problems. A non-linear version of the 
dispersion-improved CABARET scheme is introduced to efficiently deal with contact 
discontinuities and shocks. The properties of the new linear and nonlinear CABARET schemes 
are analysed for numerical dissipation and dispersion error based on Von Neumann analysis 
and Pirrozolli’s method. Numerical examples for one-dimensional and two-dimensional linear 
advection, the one-dimensional inviscid Burger’s equation, and the isothermal gas dynamics 
problems in one and two dimensions are presented. 
 




   Wave propagation phenomena play an important role in fluid dynamics from geophysical 
flows to aerospace engineering. Modern numerical methods for wave propagation simulations 
face various challenges from preserving the correct phase and amplitude information for small 
amplitude perturbations to shock capturing for non-linear waves.  
   General-purpose numerical methods which were developed to deal with these problems in 
the literature are equally diverse. These range from the high-resolution methods based on the 
ideas of Flux Corrected Transport (FCT) and Total Variation Diminishing/ Bounded (TVD/B) 
schemes, which emphasise shock capturing while using high-order polynomial reconstructions 
to accurately compute linear waves (e.g. WENO, DG methods [1-4]) to the pseudo-spectral 
schemes which emphasise linear wave propagation through the use of elaborate dispersion and 
dissipation optimised numerical stencils and apply some non-linear filter dissipation for shock 
capturing [5]. 
   The dispersion improved modification of the Compact Accurately Boundary-Adjusting high-
REsolution Technique (CABARET) [6] is an example of the second-order scheme which 
combines properties of both the approaches: it has a small numerical dispersion and is non-
dissipative (when used without the flux correction) while also permits efficient flux correction 




   The original CABARET scheme is a compact formulation of the second-order Upwind 
Leapfrog (UL) [8,9] in which the conservation and flux variables are both defined as “active”. 
Similarly to Lax–Wendroff-type methods [10], CABARET is fully discrete in space and time. 
Starting from the original formulation for one dimensional linear advection equation [6] 
CABARET was extended to aeroacoustics and turbulent flow modelling [11-13], asynchronous 
time stepping [14,15] and unstructured curvilinear nested grids on GPU [16] for performing 
computer-under-the-desk simulations of large-size problems within short turn-around solution 
times. At present, CABARET has found a good use in various applications from geophysical 
modelling [17,18] to aeroacoustics [12] and from nuclear engineering [19] to weakly 
compressible flows [20] and linear elasticity problems [21]. 
   The best operating range for CABARET calculations for accuracy in terms of the least 
dispersion error includes Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) numbers close to 0.3 and higher. 
Depending on the grid cell aspect ratio and the wave propagation direction with respect to the 
grid, this best range of CFL numbers can be also close to the stability limit of the scheme since 
the stability condition of the CABARET scheme in 3D is 1 zyx CFLCFLCFL . This 
means that for slowly travelling waves compared to the fastest waves in the simulation, the 
dispersion error of the CABARET scheme can be far from optimal.  
   In Goloviznin and Samarskii [6], a dispersion improved version of the CABARET scheme 
was suggested to enhance the dispersion properties of the original CABARET scheme at small 
CFL numbers [6]. The improvement was achieved by adding an artificial anti-dispersion term 
into the governing equation which corresponds to zero dissipation. The coefficient of the 
dispersion term is second-order with respect to the grid spacing and includes a calibration 
parameter. In the original publication [6], a three-time-level form of the dispersion improved 
CABARET scheme was suggested and its extension to non-uniform grids was provided.  
    Until present, applications of the dispersion improved CABARET scheme were limited to a 
one-dimensional linear advection equation since the original three-time-level form of the 
scheme is difficult for generalisations to multiple dimensions and non-linear flows. Hence, the 
present work is aimed at extending the dispersion improved CABARET to the compact two-
level predictor-corrector form with inclusion of the non-linear flux correction and 
generalisations for multi-dimensional problems and gas dynamics. 
   The paper is organised as the following. The standard CABARET and its dispersion-
improved version are introduced in Section 2. Flux correction algorithms and a limiter for the 
dispersion term of the dispersion improved CABARET are described in Section 3. In Section 
4, the dispersion improved CABARET is generalised to hyperbolic systems. In Section 5, the 
results of dispersion and dissipation analysis of the linear and nonlinear dispersion-improved 
CABARET schemes are presented using Von Neumann analysis [22] and Pirrozolli’s method 
[23]. Numerical examples for linear advection, the inviscid Burger’s equation, and wave 
propagation in gas dynamics in one and two dimensions are provided in Section 6. 
 
2. Linear CABARET schemes for one-dimensional scalar conservation law 
 











          (1) 
where u  and )(uff   are conservation variable and flux function respectively. Equation (1) 
is solved in a finite spatial domain LxL   as an evolutionary problem in time Tt 0 .   
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The solution domain is covered by a discrete grid in space, 2/1 ix  and time, 
nt  with 
introducing conservation variables and flux variables. Conservation variables are referred to 
the spatial cell centres (i+1/2) which are computed at the whole and mid-time levels, n and 
n+1/2, respectively. Flux variables, which correspond to the same transported solution variable, 
are referred to the spatial cell faces i and are computed at the whole time levels, n (Fig.1). 
 
Fig. 1. Computational stencils of the CABARET (thick solid lines) and the dispersion-
improved CABARET schemes (with added thick dash lines).    
 
   Starting from the known condition at the nth time level, the standard CABARET scheme in 
the predictor-corrector form can be summarised in the following three steps: 
 Predictor step, conservation variables are computed using a central approximation 





























,       (2) 
 Extrapolator step, cell face variables at the new time level are calculated using the 
upwind extrapolation  
,0  if  2
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where the sonic point 0f
du
d  generally requires a special consideration, e.g. as 
discussed in [24], 
 Corrector step, conservative variables at the new time level are computed based on 



































.       (4) 
   The dispersion-improved version of the CABARET scheme can be introduced by modifying 
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 ,  2/12/12
1
  iii xxx ,
    22/12/1,02/12/1,022/1 23   iiiiiidi xCxxCx ,     (6) 
d  is a calibration parameter which optimum value can be evaluated analytically based on the 
spectral analysis as will be discussed in Section 5, and 2/1,0 iC  is the local CFL number in cell 
(i+1/2) at time level (n). 
   For linear advection case, e.g. 0 cf
du
d , by expressing the conservation variables via the 
flux variables, the predictor-corrector CABARET algorithm (2)-(5) reduces to the following 































































































































uu   (7)
    222/1 23 ninidi tcxtcx   , 
which is the same scheme as considered by Goloviznin and Samarskii  [6]. 
For uniform grid spacings and constant time steps, the coefficient of the dispersion term 
becomes 
  2 0 01 1 2 .d x C C              (8) 
It is identically zero for 5.00 C  and 10 C  which correspond to the CFL numbers at which 
the original CABARET scheme is exact for linear advection equation. 
   Note that the computational stencil of the dispersion improved CABARET for the one-
dimensional advection equation involves 3 space-time cells compared to the standard 
CABARET which takes just 1 cell. The difference becomes less for applications which involve 
characteristics of opposite signs meeting at the same cell face, e.g. gas dynamics, where the 
dispersion improved CABARET still involves 3 cells while the standard CABARET stencil 
extends to 2 cells. Furthermore, when solving equations of a convection-diffusion-type, where 
the diffusion approximation for CABARET typically involves cell-centre variables [12], the 
computational stencil becomes 3 cells in each coordinate direction for both versions of the 
CABARET algorithm. 
 
3. Nonlinear CABARET schemes 
3.1 Flux correction 
   In [7], there were two flux-corrected CABARET schemes suggested. The baseline correction 
method corresponds to truncating the flux value computed at the extrapolation step (3) if it is 
found to lie outside the allowable limits in accordance with the discrete analogue of the 
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                (10) 
   The above algorithm is robust for non-linear wave problems but leads to artificial dissipation 
when computing linear wave propagation at high frequencies when the discrete maximum 
principle based on three solution points per computational cell is not very accurate. 
Furthermore, for small CFL numbers away from the optimum range for CABARET, this 
dissipation becomes even larger since in this case the flux correction is most active to smear 
out effects of the growing numerical dispersion error.  
   The second flux-correction method suggested in [7] for high-frequency wave propagation 
corresponds to artificially extending the maximum and minimum limits computed in (9) and 
(10) so that  
(1 sign( )) , (1 sign( ))m m m m M M M M         ,    (11) 
where 0  is a small tuneable parameter, the limiting cases of which correspond to the 
baseline flux correction ( 0 ) or the linear CABARET scheme (  ). Unfortunately, it 
was later found out that the optimal value of this tuneable parameter is very case dependent. 
Hence, instead of (11), a modified relaxed flux correction algorithm for CABARET is 
considered in the current publication that is based on the following modification of the 
maximum and minimum limits in (9) and (10): 
,,   MMMmmm       (12) 
where )(
2
1 mM   and 0  is a tuneable parameter. This modification corresponds to a 
linear stretching of the solution variation as allowed by the discrete maximum principle with a 
constant factor so that ))(1( mMmM   . Compared to algorithm (11), the values of 
this parameter in (12) lying within the range of 4.02.0    lead to acceptable results for both 
linear advection and gas dynamics problems as will be demonstrated in Section 6. 
   For strongly non-linear problems, where even a small amount of numerical oscillations is 
unwanted, a further refined modified relaxed correction algorithm is proposed which reduces 
to the baseline correction (9) and (10) in the non-linear region of large wave amplitudes (e.g. 
shocks) while uses the relaxation of the maximum and minimum limits in accordance with (12) 
when the wave amplitudes are small corresponding to a linear solution regime (e.g. acoustic 
wave propagation). The detection of the linear and the non-linear wave propagation regimes 
can be performed automatically by using the following limiter function: 
,)(,)( mMMMmmmm        (13) 
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3.2 Dispersion term correction 
   In comparison with the standard CABARET scheme, the dispersion improved CABARET 
(1) – (5) includes the third derivative, which is used to counteract the numerical dispersion for 
linear propagation. However, across a discontinuity such as a shock, the high-order derivative 
term becomes ill-posed, hence, defeats the original propose of using the anti-dispersion term 
for improving the propagation properties of the CABARET algorithm. 
Therefore, for non-linear flow regimes, where 
  ),1(~/ 2/11 Offf ninini    where  1/2 10.5 ,n n ni i if f f       (15.0) 
an automatic procedure is suggested to smoothly deactivate the dispersion correction. In 
implementations, the following detection condition of the non-linear wave region can be used 
  1.0001.0/ 2/11   ninini fff  where  1/2 10.5 .n n ni i if f f      (15.1) 
   The limiting of the dispersion term can be achieved by the following modification of the 
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else      1





x .     (17) 
Threshold values in the region of 21   ( note that 1  reduces the dispersion-improved 
scheme to the standard CABARET) lead to quite acceptable results for the problems considered 




4. Extension of the dispersion-improved CABARET scheme to hyperbolic systems in 
multiple dimensions 
4.1 Dispersion-improved CABARET for hyperbolic conservation laws 
   Next, we consider the extension of the dispersion-improved CABARET to a system of 















        (18) 
where U  is the vector of conservation variables that consists of m components, 
)(),(),( UHHUGGUFF   are the flux vectors. qL , q=x,y,z is the left eigen-matrix which 
diagonalises one of the corresponding matrices d d d
d d d
( ), ( ), ( )  
U U U
A F U B G U C H U  so that 
1
1diag ,...,x x x x mx 
      L A L Λ  for example, and ULR  qq  is the corresponding 
matrix of local Riemann invariants. 
   Following [12], the three-dimensional solution domain is covered with a hexahedral grid in 
space, where one conservation variable in the cell centre corresponds to several face variables 
defined at the face centres. Applying the divergence theorem to integrate the fluxes over N 
faces, d , 1,..,j j NA  of the computational volume, cellV  at the conservative predictor and 
corrector steps and also using the characteristic decomposition at the extrapolation step to 
update the flux variables, the 3D CABARET algorithm is summarised below. 
 Predictor step, conservation variables are computed using a central approximation 




d d d 0
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F G H ,  (19) 
 Extrapolator step, the characteristic flux variables are computed from the conservation 
variables zyxqqq ,,,  ULR  and then, for each cell face j, the characteristic 











,    (20) 
where the location of the upstream cell centre and the upstream cell face is defined 




jp ; the latter is evaluated at the 
cell face using the information from the adjacent cell centres; after the extrapolated 
values of the local Riemann variables are obtained at the new time level n+1, their cell-
face values are corrected in accordance with the maximum principle; then the Riemann 
problem is solved to reconstruct the conservation flux variables at the new time level, 
1n
jU  using the updated characteristic fields, 
 Corrector step, conservative variables at the new time level are computed based on 
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F G H , (21) 
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   The generalisation of the dispersion-improved version of the CABARET scheme for the one-
dimensional scale conservation law case (5),(6) to the 3D system can be introduced as the 








j ),,())(,,(),,(),,( HGFUHGFHGFHGF  ,     (22) 








































1  ,       (23) 
    2__,,0__,,02_ 23 celldownstreamcelldownstreamjjcelldownstreamcelldownstreamjcelldownstreamdj lCllCl   . 
In the above, celldownstreaml _  and cellupstreaml _  are the distances between the centres of the 
opposite cell faces, one of which is face j, and the downstream cell and the upstream cell, 
respectively. d  is a calibration parameter which is evaluated from the spectral analysis. 
celldownstreamjC _,,0  is the local CFL number in the downstream cell at time level n in the direction 


















, where mppj ,..,1,,   are the corresponding 
characteristic speeds referred to the cell centre. 
   It can be seen that, for a slowly varying mean-flow field, 
d d d
d d d
( ) const, ( ) const, ( ) const     
U U U
A F U B G U C H U , fast-propagating waves (e.g. 
acoustic wave propagation compared to hydrodynamics for subsonic flows), and orthogonal 
grid (i, j, k) aligned with x, y, and z directions, the above algorithm reduces to the one-
dimensional dispersion improved CABARET scheme for characteristic fields pqR , , ,,, zyxq   
and mp ,..,1  in each coordinate direction. For example, in the x-direction the predictor step 

































































































































































   By multiplying both sides of (24) by the left eigen matrix constx L  the system of equations 






































































































































where cellpxQ ,,  is the corresponding component of matrix cellx QL   and 
    22/102/1022/1 23   iiiidi xCxxCx . For fast running waves 
 xmxxp ,,1, ,...,max   , the latter expression for i  is identical to (6). 
 
4.2 Example of the dispersion-improved CABARET scheme for 2D isothermal gas 
dynamics equations  
 











































G ,    (27) 
and where pvu ,,,  and const 0c    are density, x-velocity, y-velocity, pressure and sound 
speed, respectively. 






























































   The corresponding characteristic speeds and the Riemann invariants in this case are:  
1 2 3, ,
A A Au c u u c       ,  ln,,ln 321 cuRvRcuR




1 2 3, ,
B B Bv c v v c       ;  ln,,ln 321 cvRuRcvR
BBB   for the y-direction.      (30) 
The predictor-corrector steps of the algorithm amount to the 2D versions of (19), (21), (22), 
and (23), where the conservation variables and fluxes are defined in accordance with (27). 
   Details of the characteristic decomposition at the extrapolation step (20) are summarised 
below for the case of orthogonal grid (i,j) that is aligned with coordinates (x,y). The indexing 
convention is such that point (i+1/2,j+1/2) corresponds to the cell centre and points (i+1,j+1/2), 
(i,j+1/2) and (i+1/2,j+1), (i+1/2,j) correspond to the cell face centres in the x- and y-directions, 
respectively. 
Fluxes in the x-direction 
1. Start from the solution variables pvu ,,,  computed at the cell centres (time level n and 
n+1/2) and faces (time level n). 
2. Calculate the Riemann variables in the same cell centre and face points using (29). 
3. Update the cell-face values of the Riemann invariants 
,else  2
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jip   and p=1,2,3. 
For subsonic flow cases considered in the numerical examples section, p=3 corresponds to a 






ji and p=1 corresponds to a left running pressure 
wave. 
4. Calculate the maximum and minimum values of each Riemann invariant for step n+1 in 
accordance with the one-dimensional maximum principle 
,else  ),,max)((min,),(






























with taking into account the source terms due to the derivatives in the other direction (e.g. 











































Q  . (33) 
5. For the flux correction with relaxation, use (11), (12), (13), (14) to further modify the values 
n
jipMm 2/1,1,),(   computed. 
6. Truncate the new cell face values of the Riemann variables if they are found outside of the 
allowable range of the maximum principle following (9) and (10). 
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7. Reconstruct new flux variables at the new time level from the characteristic fields at each 
cell face point: 
 cRRRvRRu AAAAA /)(5.0exp,),(5.0 13231   .     (34) 
The update of the cell-face flux variables in the y-direction follows the same procedure. 
 
5. Dissipation and dispersion analysis of linear and nonlinear dispersion-improved 
CABARET schemes 
5.1 Linear spectral analysis 
   Following [6], Von Neumann linear analysis [22] is applied to the dispersion improved 
CABARET scheme for linear advection equation in the three-time-level form (7), which in the 
case of constant grid spacing and time step reduces to 













































    (35) 




  for each wavenumber k  and frequency   
 
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    




      
  
 (36) 
which yields the following characteristic equation 
    2 20 021 2 1 2 3 3 0,
i t ik x ik x ik x ik x i t ik xe C e C e e e e e
x
                   
 (37) 




i t ik x ik x iai ae e e e   
  
         (38) 
where   30 022 1 2 sin 16 sin ,2 2








   and   will be real if 24 0a 
. Substituting   from equation (7) and replacing x-dependent terms by their maxima, the 
necessary condition for the dispersion-improved CABARET scheme to be non-dissipative will 
become 
    0 0 0 01 1 2 8 1 1 2 1.dC C C C              (39) 
   In order to find d  values satisfying the above condition, the behaviour of the cubic 
polynomial      0 0 0 01 2 1 8 1df C C C C        when 0 10C   is studied next. It passes 
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through three fixed points regardless of d  (    
1




    
 
) with its inflexion 
point always at 0
1
2
C  . Furthermore, we can differentiate it as 
  20 0 048 48 2 8 ,d d df C C C              (40) 












   
 
        (41) 
   Due to the symmetry of the polynomial with respect to its inflexion point, there will be only 
three possible cases in which  0f C  remains between -1 and 1 as illustrated in Fig. 2.  
 Case I:  0f C  is monotonic in the whole domain (
1,2
0C  ). 
 Case II:  0f C  is monotonic when 0 10C   (
1 2
0 00 1C C   ). 
 Case III:  0f C  is not monotonic when 0 10C   but its extremum values are between 
-1 and 1 (  1,201 1f C   ). 
 
Fig. 2. Three possible cases for  0f C  to guarantee the stability of the dispersion-
improved CABRET scheme. 
   Imposing the above conditions, the resulting allowed range for d  will be 
[0,0.5) [ 0.25,0) [0.5,2] [ 0.25,2].I II IIID D D            (42) 
It should be noted that if the above condition is satisfied, dispersion-improved CABARET 
scheme will be non-dissipative ( 1i te   ). Hence, the only source of error in i te   will be the 
difference of its phase from ck t  
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      /2phase 0 arg arg 1/ 2 ,i k xick te e e k x C            (43) 












        (44) 
By further substituting the definition of   in the phase error, the final expression for the 
dispersion error is obtained: 
       3phase 0 0 0 0 0 1/ 2 arcsin 1 2 sin 8 1 1 2 sin .
2 2
d
k x k x
e k x C C C C C
  
         
 
 (45) 
   To find the optimum value of d , the overall absolute value of phase error should be 











e k x C


          (46) 
where ppw stands for number of points per wavelength of the numerical wave resolution. To 
find the optimum value of the anti-dispersion coefficient, one should minimize the above 
integral using its geometrical properties as a volume integral enclosed by the surface phasee and 
0C - k x  plane. Since the surface phasee passes through three parallel lines 0C =0, 1/2 and 1 and 
it is symmetric with respect to the one in the middle, we can minimize the enclosed volume by 











           (47) 
which gives 
32sin 4 sin 0,
2 2
d
k x k x
k x 
 
           (48) 















         (49) 
   The above equation gives the optimum value of d  parameter to minimize the integral in eq. 
(48) as a function the numerical grid resolution. Phase error distribution versus 0C  and k x  
are shown in Figs. 3-6 and compared for three constant values of d  and its optimized value 
from (49). Fig. 6 shows the optimum value of d  approaching -1/12 as ppw goes to infinity. 
This value is close to -0.08 originally suggested by Goloviznin and Samarskii [6] who studied 
the behaviour of the dispersion surfaces of numerical scheme (35) numerically for a range of 
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parameter d . It is the parameter value -0.08 that will be used in all further calculations with 
the dispersion improved CABARET scheme in the rest of the paper. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Phase error distribution vs. 0C  for different values of values of d  in 2 /10k x   . 
 





Fig. 5. Phase error distribution vs. k x  for different values of values of d  in 0 0.3C  . 
 
Fig. 6. Phase error distribution vs. k x  for different values of values of d  in 0 0.8C  . 
 




5.2 Numerical spectral analysis 
 
   For the non-linear CABARET schemes considered in section 4, the classical Von Neumann 
analysis doesn’t apply. Alternatively, numerical experiments are suggested in the literature for 
determining the stability regions of nonlinear schemes such as ADER and ADER-WAF [25]. 
Here, we use the numerical dissipation and dispersion analysis from Pirrozolli [23]. In [26], a 
similar analysis was used to analyse the dissipation and dispersion properties of the standard 
CABARET scheme with the full flux correction (10), which results we find consistent with the 
results of our analysis presented below.  
   The idea of the non-linear dissipation and dispersion analysis method [23] is to calculate the 
amplitude and the phase of the solution of the one-dimensional linear advection equation with 
periodic boundary conditions numerically for a range of numerical wave resolutions, k x . The 
corresponding amplitude and the phase errors can be computed using the analytical solution 
for wave frequency at the given wavenumber and the numerical wave solution at control time 
t. The analytical solution for frequency can be expressed as a function of the amplitude and 
phase of the corresponding Fourier harmonic ))(exp()(ˆ)(ˆ titutu kkk   at time t, where t=0 
corresponds to the initial time: 










    
 
.       (50) 
   The exact solution of the linear advection problem is self-similar, hence, the choice of control 
time, t is not very important. However, when computing (50) numerically, e.g. from the 
amplitude and the phase of the numerical solution at a wave crest, the control time tntt n   
becomes a calibration parameter of the method and needs to be taken into account so that the 
numerical frequency obtained from (50) doesn’t depend on this parameter strongly. For 
example, too small values or too large values of parameter n  should be avoided because of the 
uncertainty of the wave position within the discrete grid spacing and the error escalation that 
corrupts the initial profile shape, respectively.  
   In the current work, the dissipation and the dispersion properties of the standard CABARET 
and the dispersion improved CABARET schemes with the full correction (10) and the modified 
relaxed correction (12) at 2.0  are evaluated. The numerical solution is computed for one 
period of the initial wave profile, which corresponds to a fixed wavenumber k  so that the 
wavelength k/2  is equal to the computational domain size. A series of computations is 
performed by covering the computational domain with uniform grids of variable resolution x  
so that the reduced wavenumber xk  is varied in the desired range. The CFL number is equal 
to 0.1 in all cases and tests for several calibration parameters ttn n  /  are performed to 
establish a range of this parameter which leads to a weak dependence of the final result on the 
parameter value (Fig. 8). 
   Results of the nonlinear dissipation and dispersion analysis at 65n  for CABARET 
schemes with full flux correction and modified relaxed flux correction are compared in Figs. 9 
and 10, respectively. In each figure, three schemes are compared based the existence of the 
second-order anti-dispersion term: standard schemes, dispersion-improved schemes, and 
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dispersion improved schemes with a nonlinear limiter. Compared to the full flux correction 
(fig.9a), the use of the modified flux correction leads to a factor of 2 reduction of the dissipation 
error at high wavenumbers (fig.10a). Inclusion of the anti-dispersion term reduces the 
dispersion error of the CABARET scheme at high wavenumbers compared to the baseline 
CABARET and the introduction of an anti-dispersion term limiter still leads to some accuracy 
improvement compared to the baseline method (figs.9b and 10b). The improvement in 
accuracy of the dispersion improved scheme over the standard CABARET method is 
particularly noticeable for numerical resolutions of about 8 ppw (reduced wave number 
8.0~xk ) in case the modified relaxed flux correction is applied that allows propagating short 
waves with a less dissipation compared to the full flux correction (fig.10b).  
 
(a)       (b) 
Fig. 8. Weak dependence of the dissipation (a) and dispersion (b) error of the dispersion 
improved CABARET scheme with the modified relaxed flux correction at 2.0  on the 
numerical control time parameter. 
 
 
(a)       (b) 
Fig. 9. Dissipation and dispersion properties of the CABARET schemes  with full flux 
correction: comparison of the dissipation (a) and dispersion (b) errors as functions of the 
dimensionless wavenumber for the standard CABARET scheme, the dispersion improved 
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(a)       (b) 
Fig. 10. Dissipation and dispersion properties of the CABARET schemes with the modified 
relaxed full flux correction at 2.0 : comparison of the dissipation (a) and dispersion (b) 
errors as functions of the dimensionless wavenumber for the standard CABARET scheme, the 
dispersion improved CABARET scheme, and the dispersion improved CABARET scheme 
with the limiter ( 2  ). 
 
6. Numerical Examples 
6.1 1D Linear advection 
 
   For the first test case, one-dimensional linear advection equation is considered which 
corresponds to setting f cu  in (1), where 1c  in a large domain with periodic boundary 
conditions. 
   First, smooth initial data in the form of a sine wave modulated by a Gaussian profile from 
[27] are considered: 
    2( ,0) sin 48 ( ) , 0 / 2,
( ,0) , / 2 .
/ 1/ 4 exp log 2 32( / 1/ 4) / 3
0
u x x L
u x L x L
x L x L  
  
  
  (51) 
   Figure 11 shows comparisons of the standard CABARET and the dispersion improved 
CABARET solutions without any correction applied with the analytical solution at control time 
t=100. A uniform computational grid is used that contains 200 cells, which corresponds to 
about 8 points per wavelength (ppw) for resolving the sine wave. For this case, the dispersion 
improved CABARET solution practically coincides with the exact solution while the standard 
CABARET shows a notable phase error. 
   Table 1 shows comparisons of the numerical error convergence in L1 norm for the same test 
case for the following versions of the dispersion improved CABARET scheme: no correction 
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(P-DISP-CAB), the scheme with the baseline flux correction (10) (F-DISP-CAB), and the 
scheme with the modified relaxed flux correction at 2.0  (12) (MR-DISP-CAB). 
   For the fine grids, the schemes with no correction and the modified relaxed correction show 
the rate of convergence close to 2, which corresponds to the theoretical order of approximation 
of the linear CABARET schemes. The scheme with the full baseline flux correction shows the 
rate of convergence close to 1.6-1.7 that is similar to the convergence rates of the flux-corrected 
CABARET scheme reported in [7]. 
 
 
Fig. 11. Linear advection of a high-frequency wave modulated by a Gaussian: the dispersion 
improved CABARET (DISP-CAB) against the standard CABARET solution (CAB). 
 
 
grid size P-DISP-CAB order F- DISP-CAB order MR- DISP -CAB order 
6400 1.323e-05 1.982 6.54e-04 1.705 7.51e-05 2.17 
3200 5.19e-05 1.995 0.0019 1.654 3.52e-04 2.13 
1600 2.07e-04 2.03 0.0052 1.681 0.0016 1.94 
800 8.48e-04 2.14 0.0147 1.650 0.0060 1.83 
400 0.0039 2.47 0.0400 1.558 0.0201 1.439 
200 0.0237  0.0971  0.0416  
Table 1. Grid convergence for the dispersion- improved CABARET schemes without 
correction (P-DISP-CAB), with the modified relaxed correction (MR- DISP-CAB), and with full 





   The second initial distribution corresponding to the same linear advection equation is a 
rectangular pulse appended by a small amplitude high-frequency wave given by 
 
 
( ,0) 1 0.05cos 80 / , / 20 / 20,
( ,0) 0.05cos 80 / , / 2 / 20 or  /20 / 2.
u x x L L x L
u x x L L x L L x L
  
  
    
      
  (52) 
The control time is 100 like in the first test case and boundary conditions considered to be 
periodic. For this initial condition, the following three scheme were compared: (i) the standard 
CABARET with the full correction (10), (ii) the dispersion-improved CABARET with the 
modified relaxed correction (12) at 2.0 , and (iii) the popular fourth-order Dispersion 
Relation Preserving (DRP) scheme [28] combined with the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method 
in time. The CFL number is the same and equal to 0.2 for all three schemes.  
 
   Figure 12 shows comparisons of three numerical solutions with the analytical solution for a 
uniform grid of 400 cells which corresponds to the high-frequency wave resolution of 10 p.p.w. 
It can be seen that the standard CABARET scheme with the full flux correction captures the 
rectangular profile well but leads to some smearing of the high-frequency wave. DRP scheme 
seems to capture the phase of high-frequency wave well but leads to notable numerical 
oscillations which are not just confined to the region of the discontinuity but are spread around 
the entire solution domain. The dispersion-improved CABARET solution with the modified 
relaxed correction shows the best agreement with the analytical solution by capturing the 
rectangular profile without any noticeable wiggles and resolving the high-frequency wave at 
the same time. 
 
   Numerical grid convergence results for this case are shown in Table 2 for the dispersion-
improved CABARET with the modified relaxed correction (MR-CAB-DISP) and for the DRP 
scheme. For both schemes, the L1 error norm is used. Because of the discontinuous initial 
profile the rate of convergence is less than 1 for both methods. Still, the error of the dispersion-
improved CABARET scheme is consistently lower and its rate of convergence is consistently 




Fig. 12. Linear advection of a rectangular profile appended by a high-frequency wave: the 
dispersion improved CABARET with the modified relaxed correction (MR-DISP-CAB) 





grid size MR-CAB-DISP order DRP order 
6400 8.50E-04 0.69 7.90E-03 0.51 
3200 1.37E-03 0.68 1.12E-02 0.54 
1600 2.20E-03 0.66 1.63E-02 0.53 
800 3.47E-03 0.65 2.35E-02 0.51 
400 5.46E-03 0.64 3.36E-02 0.4 
200 8.51E-03  4.44E-02  
 
Table 2. Grid convergence for the dispersion- improved CABARET scheme with the modified 
relaxed correction (MR-DISP–CAB) and the DRP scheme in the linear advection test of a 
rectangular profile appended by a high-frequency wave. 
 
   Next, the linear advection test proposed by Jiang and Shu [29] is considered. In the latter 
publication, the initial profile that is composed of a Gaussian, a square wave, a triangle wave, 
and a half ellipse shape according to 
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    (53) 
where  4log 2 / 9 10   ,     20 0/ , / max 1 100 / / ,0x L x L x L x L    , is considered 
in a periodic solution domain at control time t=8 and uniform grid consisting of 200 cells to 
test the performance of several fourth- and fifth-order ENO and WENO Roe schemes.  
Here we compare performance of the dispersion-improved CABARET scheme with the relaxed 
modified flux correction at 2.0  and the standard CABARET with the full flux correction 
on the same test. 
Fig.13 shows the corresponding CABARET solutions at CFL=0.2 and the analytical one for 
reference. Compared to the standard CABARET with the full flux correction, the dispersion-
improved CABARET scheme performs much better in less smearing the discontinuities and 
sharp peaks as well as in better capturing the solution phase which effect is particularly 
noticeable for the first narrow Gaussian part of the distribution. It can also be noted that the 
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overall accuracy of the dispersion-improved CABARET scheme for this problem is 
comparable to that of the solution corresponding to the 4th ENO- and the 4th and the 5th order 
WENO-Roe schemes at CFL=0.4 (see figs.2a,b,c from [29]). 
 
 
Fig. 13. Comparison of the dispersion-improved CABARET scheme with the modified relaxed 
flux correction and the standard CABARET scheme with the full flux correction in the linear 
advection test case from Jiang and Shu [29]. 
 
6.2 2D linear advection 
   The two-dimensional linear advection equation is considered next which is a limiting case of 
(18) in case of 2D scalar equation when 0,,,  HGFU ucucu yx . The problem is 
solved in a square Cartesian domain with periodic boundary conditions in the x and y 
directions. For numerical solution with the CABARET methods outlined in section 4, the 
domain is covered by a uniform rectangular grid with equal spacings in the x and y directions. 
The solution is obtained for the velocity field )1,1(),( yx cc  corresponding to the translation of 
the initial profile at 450 angle to the grid lines. 
The initial condition corresponds to 
2 2
2
( ,0) exp  , 0.2 , 1 / 1, 1 / 1.
x y
u x L x L y L

 
         
 
   (54) 
   For this test, computational grid (50×50) is considered which corresponds to resolving the 
half-width of the Gaussian on 5 grid cells. Two computational schemes are considered: the 
standard CABARET method with the full flux correction and the dispersion-improved 
CABARET method with the modified relaxed correction at 2.0 . For both methods, CFL 
numbers in the x- and y-direction are fixed so that 1.0 yx CFLCFL . 
   Figure 14 compares the two solutions obtained with at the control time corresponding to 5 
full cycles of the profile crossing the solution domain, Tt 5 , where 2T L . The dispersion-
improved CABARET solution remains in a very good agreement with the analytical solution 
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compared to the standard CABARET which shows a phase offset as well as some 30% loss of 
the peak amplitude.  
   Figure 15 presents a 3D view of the time evolution of the initial profile with the two 
CABARET schemes: the initial condition, the solution after 5 full cycles, Tt 5 , and the 
solution after 10 full cycles, Tt 10 . It can be seen that compared to the standard CABARET 
solution the dispersion improved CABARET preserves the shape of the initial profile very well 
at all times. 
 
   (a)      (b) 
Fig.14. Linear advection of a 2D Gaussian profile at 450 angle to the grid axis: (a) 1D slice of 
the standard CABARET solution with the full correction (F-CAB) along the diagonal 
direction aligned with the profile propagation and (b) the same for the dispersion-improved 




Fig. 15. Time evolution of the 2D Gaussian profile when it is advected at 450 angle to the grid 
lines: the standard CABARET solutions with the full correction (F-CAB) against the 
dispersion-improved CABARET solutions with the modified relaxed correction at 2.0  
(MR-DSIP-CAB). 
 
6.3 1D Inviscid Burgers’ equation 
   The numerical solution of the inviscid Burger’s equation is considered next, which 
corresponds to assuming 2 / 2f u  in the governing scalar conservation law [1]. The following 
initial condition in a periodic solution domain is used 
 ( ,0) sin 2.5 / , 0 0.4 ,
( ,0) , 0.4 .0
u x x L x L
u x L x L
  
  
  (55) 
   The CFL number is assumed to be 0.2 and the adaptive time step is used that depends on the 
local current velocity so that )(max/ 2/11
n
iNi
n uCFLt  , where cell indices 1 and N 
correspond to the boundary cells. 
   The above problem is computed with the standard and the dispersion-improved CABARET 
schemes with the full baseline flux correction (10) and the modified relaxed correction (12) at 
2.0  without any anti-relaxation in the shock region (13), (14.1).  
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   Two other solutions considered correspond to the dispersion improved CABARET scheme 
with the dispersion term limiter (15)-(17) at 1  and 2  which is always active without 
using the switch-on condition (15.1). 
   All calculations were performed with the grid resolution of 80 grid cells and the reference 
solutions correspond to 800 cells. The control time is t=4000. Figures 16 and 17 show 
comparisons of the different solutions for the case of the full flux correction and the modified 
relaxed correction, respectively. 
   First, either with the full flux correction or with the modified relaxed correction, the standard 
CABARET solution on the fine grid, which is used as the reference, captures the same shock 
position at the given control time without notable oscillations. The fine grid flux-corrected 
dispersion improved CABARET solution (not shown) converges to the same result. 
   The dispersion-improved CABARET solution without limiting the dispersion term show 
some overshoot of the upstream shock state, which results in an offset shock position compared 
to the reference solution. The use of the dispersion term limiter reinstates the correct location 
of the shock in accordance with the reference solution within the half-width of the shock on 
the coarse grid, where the shock is captured approximately over 3 cells. 
   For the full flux correction, some very marginal post-shock oscillations appear in the solution 
with the dispersion term limiter at the maximum truncation threshold value 2 , which seem 
to be completely absent at 1 . For the modified relaxed flux correction, the coarse grid 
dispersion-improved CABARET solutions at 1  show some notable numerical oscillations 
downstream of the shock, which become small for the limiter threshold at 2 . 
 
Fig. 16. Solutions to the inviscid Burger’s problem of non-linear wave propagation using the 
dispersion improved CABARET with the full flux correction: no dispersion term limiter (F-
DISP-CAB no limiter), with the dispersion term limiter at 1  (F-DISP-CAB 1 ), and 
with the dispersion term limiter at 2  (F-DISP-CAB 2 ) against the reference fine grid 





Fig. 17. Solutions to the inviscid Burger’s problem of non-linear wave propagation using the 
dispersion improved CABARET with the modified relaxed flux correction at 2.0 : no 
dispersion term limiter (MR-DISP-CAB no limiter), with the dispersion term limiter at 1  
(MR-DISP-CAB 1 ), and with the dispersion term limiter at 2  (MR-DISP-CAB 2 ) 




6.4 1D and 2D isothermal gas dynamics 
 
   Pressure wave propagation in gas dynamics in accordance with the governing equations (26) 
is considered next in a rectangular solution domain 1/1,1/1  yx LyLx  with the 
constant background flow )0,,(),,( 0 Uvu   , where 5.0/  cUM . Periodic boundary 
conditions are assumed in the y-direction, the outflow boundary conditions are specified at the 
outlet, 1/ xLx  corresponding to a characteristic non-reflecting boundary condition, and the 
inflow condition corresponding to the incoming pressure wave is specified at the inlet, 
1/ xLx .  
   The incoming wave boundary condition is set up in accordance with the following linear 
propagation wave solution. Let’s consider (26) which are linearised about the background flow 
in accordance with )',','(),,( 0 vuUvu   , where the prime indicates fluctuations from 
the background values. The resulting linear gas dynamics equations can then be re-arranged to 
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10 0    which satisfy the following dispersion relation 
02
2222222  yxxx kckcUkUk .      (57) 
   From the above relation, for each specified wave frequency,   and the wave angle between 
the front normal and the flow direction, )tan(/   xy kk , the following equations for the 

















.      (58) 
In particular, (57) shows that the condition of cut-on waves is 10   where  0  
corresponds to the one-dimensional (normal) wave propagation. 
























































    (59) 
which also satisfies the periodic boundary conditions in the y-direction if the height of the 
solution domain is adjusted so that yy kL / . 
   In the numerical examples which follow first, a small amplitude normal wave ( 0 ) at 
5
0 10
  satisfying (59) is imposed at the inlet. Then, the full nonlinear governing equations 
(26) are solved numerically with the following methods: the original CABARET scheme and 
the dispersion improved CABARET scheme with either the full baseline (10) or the modified 
relaxed flux correction (12). For the linear wave propagation, both uniform and non-uniform 
grids are used with the variable grid resolution, which correspond to 8 points per wavelength 
(ppw) for the uniform grid and 6-40 ppw for the non-uniform grid test case. The CFL number 
is 0.1 for all uniform grid tests and is set to 0.8 for the non-uniform grid test. In the latter case, 
the grid resolution increases from the boundaries to the domain centre so that the CFL number 
in the coarse part of the grid near the inlet and the outlet boundary is also approximately equal 
to 0.1. 
 
   The results of the normal wave propagation test case are summarised in Figs. 18-22. It can 
be seen that the standard CABARET scheme with the full baseline flux correction (10) quickly 
dissipates the high frequency wave (Fig.18). Note that the analytical solution for this test and 
several other linear wave tests in this section appears choppy because of missing the crests and 
the troughs of the wave on the coarsest grids used. The results of the dispersion-improved 
CABARET scheme used with full flux correction (not shown) are very similar to these. The 
modified relaxed-flux correction at the relaxation parameter 2.0  (12) works very well for 
preserving the wave amplitude but the phase error of the standard CABARET solution remains 
very pronounced (Figs.19, 21). The application of the dispersion improved CABARET results 
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with modified relaxed-flux correction at the relaxation parameter 2.0  leads to a good 




Fig. 18. The dissipative effect of the standard CABARET correction with the full correction 
(F-CAB) for a small amplitude normal wave propagation in uniform flow for a uniform 




Fig. 19. The dispersive effect of the standard CABARET with the modified-relaxed 
correction algorithm (MR-CAB) at 2.0 for a small amplitude normal wave propagation in 






Fig. 20. Dispersion improved CABARET solution with the modified-relaxed correction 
algorithm (MR-DISP-CAB) at 2.0  for a small amplitude normal wave propagation in 




Fig. 21. The dispersive effect of the standard CABARET with the modified-relaxed 
correction algorithm (MR-CAB) at 2.0  for a small amplitude normal wave propagation in 
uniform flow for a non-uniform numerical wave resolution that grows from 6 points per 






Fig. 22. Dispersion improved CABARET solution with the modified-relaxed correction 
algorithm (MR-DISP-CAB) at 2.0  for a small amplitude normal wave propagation in 
uniform flow for a non-uniform numerical wave resolution that grows from 6 points per 




   Next, a further challenging problem is considered: a small amplitude oblique wave 
propagating at angle 058  to the flow, which approaches the wave cut-off range ( 090 ). 
The amplitude of the wave is the same as considered in the previous tests. A rectangular domain 
is considered that is covered by a uniform grid at the resolution corresponding to 15 ppw in the 
x-direction and 9 ppw in the y-direction is used. The CFL number in the x-direction is 0.1.  
 
   Likewise for the normal wave propagation problem, the full non-linear governing equations 
(26) are solved with the same CABARET schemes. The results of the oblique wave propagation 
test are summarised in Figs. 23-25. First, in case of the CABARET with the full baseline 
correction (10), even a twice higher grid resolution in the x-direction compared to the normal 
wave propagation leads to a similar strong dissipation of the wave amplitude (compare Fig. 23 
with Fig. 18). For the oblique wave propagation test, best results in terms of preserving the 
high-frequency solution amplitude are obtained with the relaxed flux correction method (12) 
where the relaxation parameter is set to the maximum range, 4.0 . Again, even with the 
amplitude preserved, the standard CABARET methods still leads to a prominent phase error 
(Fig. 24) while the dispersion improved CABARET leads to very acceptable results compared 




Fig. 23. The dissipative effect of the standard CABARET correction with the full correction 
(F-CAB) for a small amplitude 2D oblique wave propagation at 580 angle to the uniform flow 




Fig. 24. The dispersive effect of the standard CABARET with the modified-relaxed 
correction algorithm (MR-CAB) at 4.0  for a small amplitude 2D oblique wave 
propagation at 580 angle to the uniform flow for a uniform numerical wave resolution at 15 




Fig. 25. Dispersion improved CABARET solution with the modified-relaxed correction 
algorithm (MR-DISP-CAB) at 4.0  for a small amplitude 2D oblique wave propagation at 
580 angle to the uniform flow for a uniform numerical wave resolution at 15 and 9 points per 
wavelength in the x- and y-direction, respectively. 
 
   Finally, a nonlinear wave propagation is considered by specifying a large amplitude normal 
wave corresponding to 5.00   in (59) as the inlet condition for the same nonlinear governing 
equations (26). In this case, the analytical solution based on linear wave propagation equation 
(56) is no longer valid and the reference numerical solution is obtained using the standard 
CABARET method with the full flux correction at the fine grid resolution. The reference 
solution corresponds to the control time moment )/(15 cLt   when the initial periodic wave 
imposed at the inlet boundary develops a z-wave profile due to the non-linear steepening 
process since the wave crest travels faster than the trough. For the fine grid resolution 
considered, which corresponds to 2500 ppw of the incoming wave solution, the fine-grid 
solution can be regarded as virtually converged compared to the coarse grid CABARET 
solutions at 100 ppw which will be compared and contrasted with the reference solution. 
 
   The following schemes are compared: (i) the standard CABARET scheme with the full 
baseline correction method (10) and (ii) the dispersion improved CABARET scheme with the 
non-linear limiter function (13), (14.1) at 2.0 . The latter flux limiter leads to the full 
baseline flux correction (10) activated in the shock region while preserving the modified 
relaxed flux correction (12) in the small amplitude wave region (away from the shock). In 
addition to the above, the third solution considered corresponds to the scheme from (ii) but 
where the non-linear limiter algorithm for the dispersion term (15)-(17) is also active. The latter 
condition allows truncating the dispersion term if the non-linear wave condition (15.1) is 
satisfied, e.g. near the shock. 
 
   Numerical results for the coarse grid solutions of the standard CABARET method based on 
the full flux correction and the dispersion improved CABARET with and without 
implementing the limiter function for the dispersion term are shown in Fig. 26. It can be seen 
that the application of the non-linear limiter function for flux correction relaxation with the 
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modification for non-linear waves (13), (14.1) leads to clean, numerical oscillation-free 
solutions in all cases. However, it is only when the dispersion term limiter is also activated the 
upstream and downstream shock states can be correctly predicted and the position of the shock 
front is captured by the dispersion improved CABARET solution in excellent agreement with 
the reference solution (Fig. 26b). 
 
 
   (a)      (b) 
Fig. 26. Effect of the dispersion term limiter for correctly preserving the shock speed in the 
high-amplitude non-linear wave propagation problem: F-CAB stands for the standard 
CABARET with the full flux correction on the coarse or the fine grid, MR-DISP-CAB stands 
for the dispersion improved CABARET with the modified relaxed flux correction on the 
coarse grid, and MR-DISP-CAB+limiter stands for the dispersion improved CABARET with 
the modified relaxed flux correction on the coarse grid with the dispersion term limiter 
activated in the non-linear flow region. 
 
Conclusions 
   A new class of the dispersion-improved CABARET schemes is developed for linear and non-
linear wave propagation problems. The schemes are based on optimising the dispersion 
properties of the original CABARET method by adding the artificial (anti) dispersion term 
using cell-face values from the adjacent computational cells, which for gas dynamics problems 
results in a marginally more extended computational stencil compared to the original 
CABARET. It is shown how the optimal parameter of the artificial dispersion term can be 
evaluated analytically. For dealing with discontinuities and non-linear wave problems, several 
non-linear versions of the dispersion-improved CABARET are introduced based on the flux 
correction and the limiter for the artificial dispersion term, which can be automatically relaxed 
or completely deactivated away from the shocks. All these schemes can be viewed as a 
generalisation of the original three-time-level advection scheme proposed by Goloviznin and 
Samarskii [6] to the class of two-time-level nonlinear predictor-corrector schemes for solving 
hyperbolic problems in multiple dimensions.  
   Dissipation and dispersion properties of the linear and the non-linear dispersion improved 
CABARET schemes are analysed analytically and numerically, which show superior 
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properties compared to the standard CABARET version. Numerical results of the linear 
advection tests including the 2D test for linear advection at 450 angle to the grid lines confirm 
the same conclusion. For linear advection of a smooth initial profile, the dispersion-improved 
CABARET schemes with and without the relaxed flux correction show the second-order rate 
of numerical grid convergence. For a discontinuous profile with a high-frequency wave 
appended, the dispersion-improved CABARET scheme with the modified relaxed correction 
captures both the discontinuity and the high-frequency wave compared to the standard 
CABARET method and the popular fourth-order Dispersion Relation Preserving scheme by 
Tam and Web [28]. Performance of the dispersion-improved CABARET scheme is also 
compared with the standard CABARET scheme in the linear advection test from Jiang and Shu 
[29]. Compared to the standard CABARET, the dispersion-improved CABARET is able to 
capture sharp discontinuities and peaks rather well - on par with some of the 4th -5th-order 
ENO and WENO Roe schemes. Linear wave propagations tests in gas dynamics also 
demonstrate that the dispersion improved CABARET scheme can propagate waves at 
numerical resolution of 6-8 points per wavelength (ppw) for normal waves and 9-15 ppw for 
oblique waves at 580 angle to the flow direction with a good preservation of the amplitude and 
the phase of the solution. Finally, for non-linear wave propagation problems, such as the ones 
which occur when solving the inviscid Burger’s equation or the development and the 
propagation of z-waves in the isothermal gas dynamics, the non-linear dispersion improved 
CABARET schemes correctly capture the shock location within the half-width of the shock on 
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